
Lights All Night Festival returns to Dallas, TX
and Offers Promo Code RAVEPLUG

Lights All Night Lineup 2024

lights all night banner

Lights All Night Festival Promo Code is

RAVEPLUG. Promo Code RAVEPLUG

unlocks the best savings on tickets!

DALLAS, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, July 14,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The annual

Lights All Night Festival is returning to

the Dallas Market Hall this New Year’s

Eve, promising to be a pivotal

electronic music event with a lineup

that includes some of the biggest

names in the industry. Scheduled for

December 30th and 31st, this festival

will not only mark the end of the year

but also set the stage for a vibrant start

to the new one.

This year’s lineup boasts a diverse

array of talent, featuring international

headliners and emerging artists,

ensuring that attendees will experience

non-stop entertainment across

multiple stages. The festival’s

immersive visual and audio

installations complement the world-

class music performances, creating an

enveloping atmosphere of

celebration.

Lights All Night is renowned for its

spectacular production values, with

previous editions featuring elaborate

stage designs, stunning light shows,

and high-quality sound systems. This year, the organizers promise to push the boundaries even
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further, offering an even more

mesmerizing sensory experience.

Attendees can look forward to a safe

and inclusive environment, with

comprehensive security measures and

health protocols in place to ensure the

safety and comfort of all guests. The

festival also offers a variety of food and

beverage options, catering to all tastes

and dietary preferences.

In an effort to make the festival

accessible to more music lovers, Lights

All Night is offering a special

promotional code. By using the code "RAVEPLUG" at checkout, festival-goers can enjoy a

discount on their ticket purchase. This initiative reflects the festival’s commitment to its

community of attendees, ensuring that everyone who wants to experience the event can do so.

Tickets for Lights All Night are now available here. And with the special promo code "RAVEPLUG,"

attendees can secure their spot at a reduced price. As one of the most anticipated events in the

electronic music calendar, early ticket purchase is highly recommended.

For more information and to purchase tickets, visit the official Lights All Night website. Join us in

Dallas and be part of an electrifying celebration to usher in the new year!

More festivals can be found on raveplug.com
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